ANTHONY   EDEN
ing him. Unexpectedly, St. Oran came to life, and St
Columba. the faithful was anxious to hear what St Oran had
to say of his experience in the other world. St. Oran said in
one sentence," Hell is not what we have been told to believe."
Thereupon St. Columba hurriedly exclaimed, *' Earth for
the mouth of Oran, more earth 1" ' In his attack on Snow-
den's self-denying ordinances in his first Budget, he pointed
to the motives which led the Puritan to stop bear-baiting. It
was not that he felt sympathy at all for the bear, but that he
could not endure to see people amusing themselves.
As for the Alternative Vote, for which during this Parlia-
ment the Liberals were in duty bound to ask and the Socialists
to debate, Eden found the arguments of Sir Herbert Samuel
and his followers altogether top subde. They misjudged the
mentality of the average English elector.   * I do not believe
that our electors go to the poll saying, " three cheers for A, a
modified cheer for B, and down with C." Their attitude is
" Three cheers for A and down with B and C." ' He went on
in this speech to give a frank estimate of the three-party sys-
tem. * Personally I do not enjoy a three-party system. I think
we should go back to a two-party system in the national
interest as soon as possible. The effect of the alternative vote
would be to perpetuate three and even more parties. As for
Sir Herbert Samuel himself, Eden once summed up the
buoyancy of his dialectic by comparing it with Carlyle's
description of Voltaire: * He was always found at the top,
less by his strength in swimming than by his lightness in
floating.* This particular form of Oxford Union brilliance
indulged in with restraint always rouses an appreciative re-
sponse in the House, an assembly more addicted to wit than
to humour, and on occasions cruel in its fhill silence before the
joke that is either stale or irrelevant.
An interesting parliamentary sketch of Eden during the
Opposition, phase of his career appears in A Hundred Com-
moner s> by James'Johnston: the seven crowded years that
te?c passed since the publication of this book have given a
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